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Name
Reason
Wren
Wren- you have been an absolute super star this week!! All of the grown-ups in
the classroom have noticed how phenomenal you have been. You have been
sounding-out and blending words as well as writing such great words. Very well
done Wren. You have been a star
Avia-Mai

Avia-Mai has had a wonderful week. She has worked extremely hard and has
been very kind to her friends, helping them with her learning. We are super
proud!

Zac

Zac has been a fantastic Jigsaw friend this week. He has shown all of our school
values and has given thoughtful insight into our learning.
For designing and making a fantastic dinosaur land. He also worked really hard
writing an evaluation for his model – thinking about how he made it? What he
liked and What he would do next time?
Well done Myles.

Myles

Kane

1AW

Harry

Louie

2HC

Fabian

Bonnie-Rae

Kane always makes really thoughtful comments during our Jigsaw sessions and
he has a mature attitude towards the calm me section of the lesson. Well done
Kane.
Harry was isolating last week but that didn’t stop him from doing some amazing
work at home. Well done Harry for doing this and continuing with your
learning.
We have been talking about bullying in our Jigsaw lesson today and about being
part of a group and feeling left out or just wanting to do our own thing. Louie
was very brave and decided that he didn’t feel comfortable joining in a certain
game and we said that was ok.
Fabian contributed really well to all of the discussions and activities during our
trip to Newark Castle. He clearly enjoyed himself and learnt lots from the
experience.
For being a super friend to everyone in class. Bonnie-Rae always shares her
thoughts well in jigsaw lessons and knows how to help someone being bullied

2MA

3SH

Aubree

Aubree has been a superstar this week with her understanding of column
subtraction. She is able to use the method and can recognise when she needs
to exchange or not. Well done Aubree!

Toby

Toby demonstrated a really good understanding of how bullying can be
identified and how he could help or support someone who was being bullied in
our jigsaw learning. I was very impressed with his answers.
I have put Oliver into Gold book this week because he is an always child. Always
working hard, always thinking about presentation, always polite to other
children in the class. Happy birthday for Saturday, Oliver!

Oliver

All of 3SH!

3RM

Sienna

I have chosen all of my class this week. We have been looking at a new class
book discussing refugees and the children have been so respectful and mature
when discussing issues around war and what it means to be a refugee.
Sienna drew an excellent drawing of a lion’s eye! She added detail with good
choices of colour and sketching styles. It was beautiful and Sienna should be
very proud

Adam

For being an excellent friend and a calming influence on the class.

Julian

Julian is in gold book for super writing. He has written a report about Iceland. It
is set out with a clear opening and a really lovely ending. He has also included a
lot of detailed descriptions. Julian was also very mature and sensible about
another issue this week. I was really impressed with his kindness.

Izzy

For being really helpful and supportive to others.

Jessica S

For being an ALWAYS child – always ready, always doing her best and always
working her hardest

Lewis

For persisting and FINALLY learning how to tie his shoe laces!

4LP

4NM

Joshua

5NW

Jigsaw friend for working in a sensible and thoughtful manner with someone he
wouldn’t normally work with – great partnership and cooperation

Ellis

Ellis has improved his focus and commitment to his work, which is lovely to see
and is evident in his books. He is making better choices around the classroom
and is enjoying his learning more, which is lovely to see-well done!

Jigsaw Friend

Mollie is our Jigsaw Friend as we are currently looking at celebrating and
understanding differences with children from different backgrounds. Mollie
always treats people with kindness and respect and is a shining example of a
Year 5 student!

5DP

Mack

6SE

Lexi-Rose

6WW

Mack has blown us all away with his outstanding improvement in his
presentation and handwriting. He is now forming all his letters accurately,
joining beautifully and taking pride in every piece of work he produces. Not only
has Mack done this for one piece of writing, he has kept it up for all of his work
the whole week! The whole of Year 5 are as proud as they could be and they
have all been aiming to improve their presentation as much as Mack. Keep up
this incredible change of attitude Mack, you are awesome!
Lexie has been away and missed the NFER assessments however this week she
has got on with them exceptional well in the back of the classroom. I am
incredibly proud of her efforts especially in maths.

Leo P

Leo has settled in really well to a new school, picking up new routines with ease.
He has made some great friends and I can’t wait to teach him this year.

Luke C

Luke is our jigsaw friend as he has shown incredible kindness to Leo, providing
him with direction and support when he looks a little lost. Thank you for helping
make Leo’s first week in school an enjoyable one.

Dougie

Dougie has worked really hard this week on area this week. We have been
solving problems and looking at using our place value knowledge to work out
missing sides.

Jake

Jake has been a fabulous helper in class this week, often getting me sorted at
lunch time, thank you for all your help Jake.

Ben

Ben is my other Jigsaw buddy as he offered some very mature contributions to
our discussion on power. He has really walked the talk this week as he stayed in
to help other children with their assembly
Thank to our lunchtime squad which have helped this week They are from 5DP .

Lunch time
stars this
week

Thank you to Isabelle, Lily, Barnaby, Freya,
Amelia, Olivia , Reece and Lewi.

